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always leaving a no-man's-land where local authorities have
been free to experiment. This has happened not only where
the act of parliament has been either permissive or adoptive,
or where—since the public health act of 1848—provisional
order procedure has been used for obviating the cost of a
private bill. It has happened also—with doubtful legality—
where parliament has been silent, as with the first municipal
labour bureaux and the school-boards' higher-grade schools.
And it has happened in virtue of mere statutory et ceteras, as
in the initiation of the school medical service. The initiation
of policy has never in fact been altogether closed to local
authorities, although the pursuit of particular policies has
been, and, as their functions have expanded, so has the doc-
trine of ultra vires and the menace of the district auditor with
his surcharge on individual councillors of costs which they had
no right to incur as a body. Even when a binding policy is
laid down by parliament, one of the subtlest procedures ever
invented—apparently when remodelling endowed schools in
1868—has been resorted to for at least the last sixty years to
secure the  voluntary support and good-will of the  local
authorities: they are required to submit schemes, under threat
of a public inquiry on the spot to show whether their scheme
is adequate, and sometimes, as with the development plans,
submitted  under  the  education  act  of  1944,  the  central
authority reserves the right to alter the scheme and then
embody it in an order that is binding on the local authority.
Local administrative diversity, however, can from its very
nature be only temporary. To give people rights in one place
which they are denied in another is inequality and injustice.
Such diversity is inseparable from gradualness and liberty.
But among a people that feel themselves a single nation it
becomes tolerable .only when it means a slight and momentary
difference in the rate of advance, one local community being
temporarily ahead in one matter and one in another, but all
continually catching one another up and marching in the
same direction. Each goes ahead in the belief that the others
will be constrained to catch it up.

